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What’s been your biggest  
business challenge? 

Co-founding financial technology company Monitise, 
rather than following my father and brother into farming, 
and going public as the future of financial services four 
weeks before the 2007 financial crisis. Ten years later, 
there was a very different challenge when Monitise 
suffered heavy losses and was bought by US fintech 
group Fiserv. Seeing Monitise’s value drop from near-
$2bn to $200m in six months was an extreme experience.

And your biggest  
personal challenge? 

Taking Monitise from two people to 2,000 as chief 
executive over 15 years. It was a stretch, but discovering 
what you’re good at and not so good at is part of life’s 
rich tapestry. I’m very good at founding, building and 
scaling companies but there are probably people much 
better at running well-established businesses, which 
takes a different type of discipline and leadership.

What’s the biggest challenge small businesses 
face coming out of the pandemic?

The biggest challenge faced by businesses is adapting 
quickly to new situations. We’ve seen many pubs and 
previously eat-in only restaurants, for example, switching 
their business model to run as a takeaway service. 
The pandemic has served as a catalyst for many small 
businesses to quickly create new business processes, 
and expand into digital channels.

What’s your advice to small businesses  
in this pandemic?

It’s understandably an incredibly frustrating time for 
many small businesses thanks to the disruption caused 
by the pandemic. However, if you’re able to, use the 
enforced downtime to think about your business, 
products and target customer. As businesses mix online 
and offline, and their potential customer base grows, 
it’s imperative that you work out how to maximise that 
opportunity. Check that your products and services 
resonate with your new audience, and check how you 
can effectively reach that new audience with your 
marketing strategy. There’s also an opportunity for 
increased possibilities for access to capital – there are 
so many different channels of funding now. 
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Chief Executive, Pollinate

Founder of Monitise in 2003 and recognised as a 
‘Technology Pioneer’ by the World Economic Forum, 
Alastair was appointed as a Business Ambassador to the 
Prime Minister for the financial services industry in 2014.

Alastair was awarded a CBE for services to mobile banking 
and charity in June 2014, and was named Entrepreneur 
of the Year at the 2011 Growing Business Awards. Alastair 
was also a co-founder of epolitix.com, the portal for 
Westminster, Whitehall and the devolved institutions.
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Welcome to ‘Tough Challenges, New Possibilities’, the 
interview series that asks business leaders for their 
advice for small businesses to adapt and thrive in these 
challenging times. We spoke to Alastair Lukies CBE, a UK 
businessman and entrepreneur best known as a pioneer 
and champion for the UK’s global fintech industry.
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“Things will never be the 
same. The nature of work 
has changed, which will 
transform motivations 
and career paths.”
— Alastair Lukies

How important is leadership  
in coming out of this crisis?

Leadership is a great change agent but it’s evolving. 
From being ego-driven, it’s becoming more meritocratic, 
open and humble, which is essential as machines handle 
work previously done by people. It’s been wonderful to 
see these new models for strong leadership emerge, 
focusing on nurturing and support – often led by women.

Do you buy talk of returning  
to a ‘new normal’?

Things will never be the same. The nature of work has 
changed, which will transform motivations and career 
paths. People will approach careers less narrowly, with 
a sense of other essential qualities in life.

What role can technology play?

Technology and financial services are combining 
to create new environments like fintech, medtech 
energytech and agritech. Entrepreneurs who never 
thought they’d work in financial services are disrupting 
it, while designers and creators who would never have 
gone anywhere near payments or banking are getting 
opportunities to re-architect branches into apps telling 
people their spending patterns minute by minute.  
That presents a plethora of opportunities.
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“Giving small 
businesses data 
allows them to 
reward customers 
for their business, 
fostering loyalty 
and creating new 
possibilities.”
— Alastair Lukies

What more should banks and financial 
services companies do to help small firms?

Banks must think about what they’re providing and 
what value it brings. The days of banks only offering 
banking products are over. Banks have to leverage data 
so that they’re able to offer small businesses services 
and products that make their lives easier. They’ve lost 
connection with their customers but, through tech and 
touch, they can become relevant again.

How can technology enable small 
businesses to make a difference?

Giving small businesses data allows them to reward 
customers for their business, fostering loyalty and 
creating new possibilities. Tools to achieve this have long 
been available to large companies but now a levelling 
of the playing field is helping small firms to benefit from 
the same opportunities. Firms accustomed to thinking 
locally need to think nationally and those used to thinking 
nationally need to think globally.

What excites you most  
about the next five years?

The ability to connect with people much more easily, 
building clubs and communities and experiencing things 
together in different ways. It’s really exciting to have 
such a smorgasbord of opportunity. There’s going  
to be a new way of working that’s very good for  
local communities.
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“The way we communicate  
– ability to interact 
thousands of miles apart 
is transformational.”
— Alastair Lukies
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What’s impossible in business today  
but will be possible within a decade?

The way we communicate. Ability to interact thousands 
of miles apart is transformational. At Monitise, I was 
flying 300,000 miles a year. That’s unsustainable but 
fantastic technology is changing the paradigm.

If you were to start in business again,  
what would you like to disrupt?

Cost-efficient local farm-to-fridge supply now 
allows farmers to forge distribution partnerships 
with other producers, rather than spend the year 
growing fantastic produce and then be restricted to 
selling to supermarkets who don’t like the size of the 
strawberries or will only pay a certain price. I’d love to 
see that area disrupted.


